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Abstract. In this publication will be described the most important features of
UBMSS cognitive information systems, as well as security issues connected
with these new generation information systems. Such systems are mainly designed to perform an intelligent information management based on semantic
analysis of data merit content. In paper will be also presented some possibilities
to develop such systems for strategic information management in state or government institution. The paper will describe both UMBSS internal safety features, and external possible application of authentication procedures along with
intelligent information management.
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Introduction

Intelligent UBMSS (Understanding Based Management Support Systems) systems
are one of the modern classes of cognitive information systems. Cognitive analysis
processes are characteristic of the intellectual processes running in the human brain,
particularly those of analyzing, interpreting, reasoning, and forecasting about specific
situations, meanings and the significance of information.
Cognitive reasoning consists in analyzing and understanding the contents and the
semantics of the data examined. Such examination may be very important during
strategic information management in different companies or institution.
In such systems the semantic analysis is based on a lexical analysis in which the
structure of a given word is used to describe it, and to find the meaning of the content
of the word. The basis for this analysis is a specific language to which the above element belongs, and the process of understanding results from comparing the previously
recorded expectations concerning specific features of data with the features from the
input information. The set of expectations concerning the anticipated features of the
analyzed elements is produced by analyzing the knowledge of experts whose expectations of the meanings of particular situations are presented in the system database.
This set of semantic hypotheses is compared with the stream of input data, and this
leads to cognitive resonance [2, 3, 4,5 ]. This process produces a list of selected inter-

pretations which were found to correspond to the analyzed input data – this leads to
the stage of understanding the analyzed data.
Presented cognitive resonance functions may be used to guarantee the security and
safety features during management of strategic or secret information, both in layered
and hierarchical management structures.
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An Idea of UBMSS Cognitive Systems

The general goal of UBMSS is to support enterprise management and handling in
secure manner of strategic information, as well as its distribution for authorized persons or participants of communication protocols. Such systems may also be used for
another procedures mostly connected with economical task like focus on the correct
choice of the right economic ratios and theirs prediction for near future. These ratios
precisely reflect the business activity of a given enterprise, its standing, its financial
result, and are also an expression of the record and the generalization of specific economic events.
During our research we could also analyze some security features of such systems
and theirs possibility of theirs application for strategic information management in the
form of secret information sharing for layered and hierarchical structures.
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UBMSS Systems for Strategic Information Management

Using UBMSS systems, an information is divided within institutions or organizations
regardless of its type or the purpose for which the organization collects it. The significance of information splitting may depend on the method of its splitting, the purpose
of splitting it, and the type of information. The significance of information sharing, on
the other hand, may depend on its importance and the meaning it contains for the
specific organization. If information is important and of great materiality for the organization or for e.g. external organizations, then it makes sense to attempt sharing
this information to protect it and secure it from disclosure to unauthorized persons (or
organizations). When defining the type of information to undergo the splitting or sharing process, we should consider its ‘character’ determined by its confidentiality, significance and importance, because only important information justifies applying the
method of its division and the effort to do so.
Multi-level information division algorithms are named after the type of division
applied. This division can be hierarchical or by layers. The principal difference between the presented types of divisions concerns the method of introducing the division itself. When a division is made within homogenous, uniform groups of layers,
then it is a layer division, whereas if the division is made regardless of the homogeneity of the group or layer but by reference to several groups ordered hierarchically, it is
a hierarchical division [8].
A layer division is thus a division made relative to a given layer, while a hierarchical division accounts for the hierarchy (dependency) of the structure or more structures relative to one another.

Information can be divided both within the entire structure in which some hierarchical dependency is identified, within a given group, or within any homogenous
layer. This is why, depending on the type of information divided, it makes sense to
identify correctly selected information dividing algorithms.
The division of information between the members of a given group in which everyone has the same privileges is a layer division.
A hierarchical division is characterized by the ability to make any division of secret information in the way determined by the access rights at individual levels of a
hierarchical structure.
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Types of UBMSS Systems

There are various methods of information protecting from being accessed by persons
not authorized to learn it. Based on such different approaches we can define two types
of UBMSS systems. The first class may contain the procedures in which the secret
information will be secured using some individual personal biometrics, and the second one based on mathematical linguistic formalisms [7].
The first class of UBMSS systems are connected with biometric threshold schemes
[10, 11], which particularly use some most important physical and biometric features
like the iris, the shape of fingerprints, hand bones or veins [9], anatomical features
[1], face, the structure of blood vessels [6] and also the DNA code [10].
The second class of UBMSS systems uses linguistic coding processes, which are
based on the use of mathematical linguistic formalisms, particularly grammatical
formalisms to record and interpret the meaning of the secured data. Linguistic coding
processes are used because of the ability to execute generalised information coding
similar to DNA cryptography [10], but in UBMSS systems it is also possible to code
longer bit sequences containing more than 2 bits of information. This coding is done
using terminal symbols introduced in special grammar.

5
Example of Application UBMSS System for Strategic
Information Management
This section presents an example of information splitting using UBMSS system and
the distribution of secret parts with the use of the linguistic or biometric threshold
schemes. This example represents a simplified model aimed at demonstrating the
opportunities offered by UBMSS systems to create and distribute secret information
between persons at various management levels or employees at various organisational
levels. The UBMSS schemes for information distribution enable generating and distributing parts of the shared information both in layered and hierarchical structures.
For this reason, the discussion of the example shown in Fig. 1 will apply to executing
precisely these sharing types.

Fig. 1 An example of splitting a secret in the layered and hierarchical way

The first case presented in the example diagram in Fig. 1 concerns the method of
sharing and distributing a secret for individual layers in a management pyramid.
These layers may be treated as completely independent, and then the highest authorities will share the secret in various layers independently, but the sharing will be
done in various ways using linguistic threshold schemes based on various grammars,
i.e. coding the shared input data with bit blocks of different lengths. In Fig. 1 this is
marked with vertical red arrows of various lengths. In such layered sharing, employees at a given level are equal and have the same rights to access the secret data, but
individual layers stay completely independent, so staff from a given management
level cannot cooperate with individuals from other management layers when restoring
the secret.
However, as the highest authorities of the enterprise or the arbitrator performing
the sharing may also provide lower levels with information about the grammar used
(or biometric information) for this sharing, an additional opportunity arises for information to flow between individual management layers, causing a transition from a
layered structure to a hierarchical one.
Fig. 1 also demonstrates that hierarchical sharing can be executed in such a way
that the secret shares obtained at various levels of the management hierarchy can be
shared again using a selected threshold scheme and information about the chosen
formal grammar (blue arrows of equal lengths joining individual layers of the man-

agement pyramid). In this protocol, every share of the secret generated for a selected
employee may be shared at the lower level between a greater number of staff of that
lower level.
When we analyse the information sharing procedure in hierarchical structures, the
Boss holds important information which can be shared between his/her subordinates
observing layer relationships, i.e. employees of a given level are equal and have equal
rights to access the secret data under consideration. However, individual layers are
not completely separated from one another in information terms and in this regard to
not retain their independence, as secret shares at a given management layer can, at
subsequent steps, be shared between selected employees of a lower level. This procedure can be repeated for further, still lower layers.
Within such a structure, the original information can be reconstructed in any layer
by combining the required number of shadows or using shares coming from different
layers. In the second case, a greater number of shares from lower levels is required to
reconstruct selected shares from higher layers.
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Security Features of UBMSS Systems

As was noted before the UBMSS systems could guarantee the security of strategic
information and also some safety features during performing secret distribution. The
most important features of such systems are following:
• UBMSS systems are suitable for dividing important strategic data and assigning its
shares to members of the authorized group;
• UBMSS systems can handle any digital data (text or image) which needs to be
intelligently divided among authorized persons and then possible to secretly reconstruct;
• UBMSS systems may be used in different economical management structures e.g.
hierarchical, divisional, functional etc.
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Conclusions

In this paper were presented the cognitive UBMSS systems designed for the secure
information management in various management structures. Such systems have the
ability to perform a semantic analysis of information which allow to classify it for
different semantic categories. Such semantic analysis may further supporting decision-making processes in particular institution or company. Such systems allow also
to perform an intelligent information management especially for important, and strategic data. In this paper there were described such possibilities, and also defined two
different classes of secure information sharing, especially based on linguistic approach as well as based on some personal biometric features [12]. It seems that in
near future such systems will play an increasing role in developing new solutions in
areas of very special and strategic information management, especially for government use or homeland security areas.
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